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APARTMENTS

AVERAGE SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD S Y R I A N S

AVAILABLE BEDS

53% Reunification

31% Relocation 

14% Asylum in Greece 

   2%   N/A 

33% Children

28% Women

22% Men

17%   Youth

41% Occupied

40% Available [ready]

19% Available [not ready]
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URBAN PROJECT relocates the most vulnerable asylum seekers from camps to rented flats. NRC identi-
fies, evaluates and prepares them to meet NRC standards in order to allow beneficiaries to live in dignity. 
Once families are transferred to the flats, NRC monitors families through regular visits, and through its info
centres provides a whole range of services including education, legal aid, recreational activities, access to 
internet, etc. in partnership with various organizations.
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SUMMARY
June saw the launch of the radio advertising campaign to help NRC identify more apartments for 
rent. Adverts were broadcast several times a day on 6 stations in and around Thessaloniki for 3 
weeks. It was very successful with hundreds of calls from owners resulting in 220 visits to 
potential new flats. This month an extra 80 flats leased, 101 people left the flats whilst 83 joined 
and the occupancy rate at the end of the month was 67%, down from 85% at the end of the 
month of may due to the acceleration in the number of flats leased.

A particularly large block of over 60 flats was leased in Sindos, which included communal 
washing machines, and a communal space which NRC plan to convert into classrooms where 
Greek and English classes and recreation activities will be offered.

Designs were finalized for refurbishment work on the second info centre in Central Thessaloniki, 
and it was decided that the third info centre be transferred from Kalahori to Sindos to support 
the increasing numbers of people being hosted there.
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